GRADUATE RESEARCH SALON
Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
Education
Business and Economics
Communication

Film and Media Arts
Law
Science and Technology

Date: Wednesday, May 2, 2018
Time: 6:00pm-8:30pm

Location: Beckman 404
George Bush Conference Center
Keynote Speaker (6:30): J ack Hor ner, Presidential Fellow
“How to create a living dinosaur, and a glow in the dark, pink unicorn.”
Jack is a world renowned paleontologist working on the cutting edge of dinosaur research and most famous for discovering and naming Maiasaura, providing the first clear evidence that some dinosaurs
cared for their young. Jack’s book, How to Build a Dinosaur: Extinction Doesn’t Have to be Forever,
describes his plan to recreate a dinosaur by genetically ‘nudging’ the DNA of a chicken to develop a
“chickenosaurus.” His idea for the project came from the film Jurassic World. He served as the technical

advisor for all five Jurassic Park films, was the inspiration for one of the lead characters, and had a cameo role in the films. Currently, Jack is a Presidential Fellow at Chapman University where he teaches a
class called “Thinking and Risk Taking from Outside the Box,” which is an introduction to challenging
the status quo, evaluating preconceived ideas, risk taking, and dealing with failure.

Food and beverages
Student Poster Session: 6:00-8:30pm
3-Minute Thesis Talk Session: 7:00-8:15pm
What is a poster session?
 Showcase of graduate student research, scholarship and creative works
What is a 3MTalk?
 3-Minute Thesis is a competition platform of graduate students explaining their research
via a 3-minute talk More information available at chapman.edu/research/graduate-research


Prizes ($1,000 & $500) awarded for top presenters

Why participate?
 Practice skills for presenting research, scholarship and creative works at professional
conferences and for sharing your research with students and faculty
Eligibility?
 Doctoral and Masters students enrolled in Chapman University graduate programs are
eligible to participate

Deadlines for Submission?
 Submit poster and talk abstracts here by Wednesday, April 18th, 5pm
For more information about submission and registration, visit Graduate Research Events at
www.chapman.edu/research/graduate-research/

